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Abstract

Computer supported cooperative work �CSCW� has
been recognized as a crucial enabling technology for
multi�user computer�based systems� particularly in
cases where synchronous human�human interaction is
required between geographically dispersed users� Work�
�ow is an emerging technology that supports complex
business processes in modern corporations by allow�
ing to explicitly de�ne the process� and by support�
ing its execution in a work�ow management system
�WFMS�� Since work�ow inherently involves humans
carrying out parts of the process� it is only natural to
explore how to synergize these two technologies� We
analyze the relationships between groupware and work�
�ow management� present our general approach to in�
tegrating synchronous groupware tools into a WFMS�
and conclude with an example process that was imple�
mented in the Oz WFMS and integrated such tools�
Our main contribution lies in the integration and syn�
chronization of individual groupware activities into
modeled work�ow processes� as opposed to being a
built�in part of the work�ow WFMS�

�� Introduction

Human�to�human collaboration and coordination is
critical in any multi�person product development ef�
fort� In cases where the work requires intensive use
of computers� computerized support for collaboration
is essential� particularly when the collaborating users
are physically dispersed� a scenario that is becoming
more common with the recent advances in networking
technologies and the growing popularity of the Inter�
net and the World Wide Web�

Work�ow management is an emerging technology
that is concerned with modeling and executing busi�
ness processes� As de�ned in the work�ow coali�
tion model ��	
� a business process is �a procedure
where documents� information or tasks are passed
between participants according to de�ned sets of
rules to achieve� or contribute to� an overall business
goal�� A WorkFlow Management System WFMS�
thus provides a formalism e�g�� Petri nets� task�
graphs� in which processes are de�ned� and a corre�
sponding work�ow engine in which processes are �ex�
ecuted�� where forms of execution include automation
in scheduling and activating activities according to the
de�ned process� reactively triggering activities based
on state changes� monitoring the process� and enforc�
ing policies and consistency constraints e�g�� on the
data being accessed during the process��

Since work�ow inherently involves multiple humans
carrying out parts of the process� it is only natural to
explore how to synergize groupware and WFMS� This
paper investigates support for de�ning groupware ac�
tivities in a process� and executing them as part of an
on�going work�ow� Our focus is on integrating indi�
vidual external� synchronous tools� such as multi�user
editors e�g�� Flecse ��
� and virtual whiteboards ���
�
into a process executed in a WFMS� This is in con�
trast to interfacing the WFMS framework with entire
CSCW development toolkits or environment frame�
works e�g�� ConversationBuilder ���
��

The possible degree of integration of groupware
tools into the WFMS lies in a wide spectrum� The
simplest method involves �inserting� a single tool as
an isolated entity in the process and invoking it us�
ing the same notations and mechanisms as for regular
single�user� tools� This is obviously a very limited
form of integration� for example� it does not supply



mechanisms to identify and bind the participants to
the execution of the activity from within the work�ow
framework� and it does not allow to associate the ac�
tivity with other related activities� At the other end of
the spectrum� a groupware activity may be fully inte�
grated in the WFMS by becoming an undistinguished
part of the WFMS framework itself� as opposed to be�
ing part of a particular process that is enacted on the
WFMS� Such an approach is taken by various existing
WFMSs e�g�� Lotus Notes ���
�� in which the WFMS
is essentially treated as a CSCW system� While use�
ful in its own right� it does not address the need to
integrate external tools which are de�ned as part of a
speci�c process description� and for which the WFMS
does not have its own �native support�� This leads to
our approach� which is process�speci�c tailoring and
integration of groupware activities� This approach re�
quires means to embed groupware tools such that it is
possible to de�ne control��ow� constraints and other
rules of invocation for the activity� and to supply ad�
ditional notations and mechanisms for handling multi�
user synchronous interactions� Here again� there are
several levels of integration of the tool with the under�
lying framework� ranging from being black�box where
the internals of the tool e�g�� source code� are not
accessible to the WFMS� to �gray�box� integration if
the tool provides some application programming in�
terface� to �white�box� integration� While white�box
integration may have a potential for higher�degree of
integration� it cannot be employed when there is no ac�
cess to the tool�s source code� or when modi�cation of
the external� tool might be too di�cult� Hence� our
focus in this paper is on models and mechanisms that
provide for full integration of individual groupware ac�
tivities as units of a work�ow process� but treating the
tools themselves as encapsulated entities�

���� A Motivating Example

Consider a work�ow for reviewing documents e�g��
research paper� or a business plan� by a group of inde�
pendent and physically�dispersed experts� A Review

task� illustrated in Figure �� may be de�ned as follows�
A coordinator sets�up the team of reviewers� by pos�
sibly running a setup�review tool that identi�es and
selects a quali�ed set of experts who agree to review
the document� Next� they review the document indi�
vidually� Once they all complete� a multi�user virtual
conference meeting takes place� where they discuss to�
gether the document and possibly reconcile their con�
�icts� After the meeting� if the document is accepted�
the coordinator completes the review task and pro�
ceeds with the approval task� Otherwise� if the docu�

ment needs revisions� a revision request is sent to the
authors� of the document� after which the task re�
iterates to the personal review phase� If the review
concludes that the document is totally unacceptable
in its present form� it is rejected and a new submission
perhaps from another person� is requested� Each of
these activities may be associated with an automated
set of actions� or enforcement rules� For example� the
approve action for paper review may entail notifying
the author and the publisher and sending the proper
author kit or proceeding with actions to deliver the
requested venture capital in case of a buisness plan
review��

In order to support such task� the WFMS should
have the ability to� �� de�ne such task using the
WFMS process modeling formalism� including de�ni�
tion of the groupware activities� local and global con�
straints on their activation� and local and global inter�
activity control��ow and �user���ow� and �� execute
such task� including mechanisms that automate the
control� and user��ow� enforce the constraints� and in
general enabling groupware activities to a�ect� and be
a�ected by� other local or groupware activities from
same or from di�erent users�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows�
Section � discusses the relationships between group�
ware and work�ow� and overviews related work� Sec�
tion � presents our approach to enabling integration
of groupware activities in a process� Section � outlines
the realization of the approach in the Oz WFMS and
presents an example Oz sub� process that integrates
groupware� and Section � summarizes the paper�

�� Relationships between Work�ow and
Groupware

Although both �elds deal with certain common is�
sues and overlap with each other� their orientation is
quite di�erent� and it is important to realize these dif�
ferences as a basis for understanding both the need
for� and the general approach to� our synergy� Work�
�ow management in general focuses on support for
process� including its explicit representation and ex�
ecutability� involving users� tools and artifacts� Fur�
ther� it is concerned with allowing to specify and pre�
serve the consistency and integrity of the process and
its related artifacts e�g�� documents� products� etc���
particularly for tasks that require such support� Fi�
nally� it typically involves integration of single�user�
or asynchronous multi�user tools in fact� the WFMS
may itself be viewed as such �tool���
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Figure �� The Review Task

CSCW� to the contrary� is less concerned with for�
mal� processes� and is mainly concerned with human�
human interface and inter�personal cooperation and
collaboration paradigms� Process is incidental and im�
plicit� and therefore unsupported� Thus� while both
technologies are geared towards supporting collabora�
tion among people in organizations� they are mostly
complementary� Work�ow technology can bene�t
from integrating groupware by embracing the human�
human interaction paradigms and tools� and group�
ware could bene�t from work�ow by adding explicit
and consistent process de�nition and enactment�

Although groupware in general refers also to asyn�
chronous tools such as electronic mail and electronic
bulletin�boards� in this paper we focus on the classical
synchronous groupware tools� in which multiple users
collaborate in a virtual shared space� also known as
�same time� same place� technology ���
� Each such
tool is invoked for or otherwise a�liated with a des�
ignated set of users all at the same time and they all
terminate their connection at the same time mod�
ulo network delays and other implementation�speci�c
glitches�� We have in mind tools ranging from multi�
user editors and debuggers e�g�� the Flecse toolkit ��
�
to document inspection systems e�g�� Scrutiny ���
��
Most signi�cantly from the viewpoint of work�ow�
synchronous groupware requires special integration fa�
cilities that do not exist in conventional WFMSs�
and at the same time� once they are in place� there
are many automation opportunities and control de�
pendencies that can be associated with their activa�

tion� which is the main reason for focusing on them�
An asynchronous multi�user tool enveloping approach
that allows the WFMS to submit multiple activities
to the same �persistent� tool invocation is described
elsewhere ���
��

There have been some systems that attempted to
combine work�ow and synchronous groupware� One
such system that originated from CSCW is Conver�
sation Builder CB� ���
� The main concept in CB
is that of a conversation� that serves as a context
in which a user performs its actions �utterances���
and can potentially a�ect other users participating in
the same conversation through a shared conversation
space yet still protect their private conversation space�
In addition� CB enables to specify activities and their
interrelations using protocols� which are state�machine
descriptions of the �ow of the conversations� or in
other words� a limited form of process modeling� How�
ever� it has no process enactment engine�

Scrutiny ���
 is a code�inspection system built on
top of CB that supports a speci�c methodology �
Fagan�style code inspection �	
 � translated into pro�
cess� This includes support for di�erent roles mod�
erator� author� etc�� and ensuring that the inspection
follows the de�ned process� in addition to the underly�
ing groupware framework for supporting synchronous
inspection among multiple remote users� Scrutiny is
not a generic WFMS� however� the work�ow process
is built�in�

On the WFMS side� most systems provide some
degree of �groupware�� or multi�user support because



they are inherently multi�user� However for the most
part the support is either built into the WFMS as
opposed to integrating external tools�� or it sup�
ports asynchronous external groupware� Examples in�
clude InConcert ��
� ActionWork�ow ��
 and Process�
WEAVER ��
�

Finally� there is yet another approach to supporting
collaboration that is orthogonal to both work�ow and
groupware� namely collaborative� concurrency con�
trol� Users going about their own business happen to
try to access the same data in con�icting ways e�g��
two writers�� The concurrency control mechanism re�
acts to such attempts� and typically disallows all ex�
cept one of the accesses� We have conducted extensive
research on semantics�based concurrency control� as
have others� and there are many proposed approaches
that provide collaboration by permitting �con�icting�
accesses when they happen to come up� perhaps with
an attached �resolution� procedure see ��
 for a sur�
vey�� We take here a complementary proactive ap�
proach to supporting collaboration�

�� Integration Concepts and Mecha�
nisms

���� User Modeling

In order to identify and specify explicitly which
users should be assigned to the execution of an ac�
tivity� users must be somehow represented in the sys�
tem� The simplest way to represent users is by their
operating�system or any other system�supplied� id�
This allows the process to associate users with activi�
ties� either by directly specifying the id� or indirectly
via a �user� attribute that is dynamically bound to
such id at runtime� We defer the discussion of static
vs� dynamic binding of users to activities to Sec�
tion ���� regarding the representation� this approach
is clearly limited� For example� it would be impos�
sible to associate users to activities based on general
characteristics and speci�c �state� of the users� such
as their roles� whether they are active in the system�
their physical and virtual location� etc� Moreover� the
lack of such attributes may not allow the work�ow en�
gine to assist in the activation of groupware tools by�
for example� locating available and quali�ed users�

Thus� a more suitable representation of users should
be provided� Our approach is to model users as
a distinct entity� much in the same way that typ�
ical WFMSs model data� process� and tools� In
other words� in addition to data�� tool� and process�

or control�� integration� we employ user�integration�
This leads to abstracting users as objects in a user�
repository� More speci�cally� each user is represented
as an object that stores pertinent information that is
needed by the operating process� and is instantiated
from a primitive user �base� class� or one of its de�
rived sub�classes� Individual user objects can be ag�
gregated in a user�group� which can be used for three
di�erent purposes� �� represent an organizationally
determined sets of users� such as members of a project
team an �is�part�of� composition hierarchy�� �� clas�
sify users based on common characteristics� such as
their �role� �is�a� class hierarchy�� and �� represent
a set of users that is grouped speci�cally for the pur�
poses of activating speci�c groupware tools�� Note
that we deliberately use the more general �group�
term and avoid typical built�in mechanisms to de�ne
roles which� as recognized by ���
� can sometimes be
as much limiting as assisting�� although such a notion
can be imposed on top of the generic user and group
classes�

Once users and groups are modeled as objects� they
can be pointed�to by other kinds of objects� For ex�
ample� a multi�author document object can point to
its �owner� objects�� and one user object can point
to another �manager� user�object� This enables to
query the user repository in conjunction with the ar�
tifact repository in order to� for example� automati�
cally assign the review of a given document to its au�
thors� and notify their managers�� But in order to
provide such functionality� the repository must sup�
ply a mechanism that enables the process to select
users based on the values of their attributes� The
WFMS should strike the right balance between pro�
viding built�in support for few mandatory attributes
of these classes� and allowing to extend these class def�
initions with optional� process�speci�c attributes that
are de�ned and manipulated on a per�process basis�

To illustrate the concept of user modeling� consider
the following sample user and group classes de�ned in
the Oz data modeling language� shown in Figure �� In
this example� users are represented by the USER class�
Each object that gets instantiated from that class has
several �state� attributes e�g�� host from which user is
connected� which is in general di�erent from the host
in which the USER object resides due to the client�
server architecture� see Section ��� and a set of links
to USER GROUP instances� A WFMS supporting such
class may elect to provide built�in support for none�
some� or all of the attributes in that class� For ex�
ample� when a user logs�in to the WFMS� the WFMS
may automatically attach the user to his proper USER



USER GROUP�� superclass PROTECTED ENTITY�

name � string�

users� set of link USER�

end

USER�� superclass PROTECTED ENTITY�

id � userid�

name� string�

host name� string�

host ip� string�

active� boolean�

groups� set of link USER GROUP�

end

Figure �� Sample User and Group Classes

object by looking up the userid attribute� and sub�
sequently �ll�in some values for the built�in attributes
based on the login information� The current version
of Oz supports only the attachment to USER object
as a built�in facility actually� even this is not strictly
enforced� since an Oz environment may have no user
modeling at all in cases that it is unnecessary�� al�
though any other attribute can be de�ned and manip�
ulated by a speci�c process�

���� User Binding

Once users and groups are properly modeled in the
system� the process de�nition language must enable to
associate user objects with the activities� This binding
method depends on the underlying user�interaction
and user�control models that WFMSs employ� In �ac�
tive� WFMSs the process executes on behalf of the
�system�� in which case any at least any interactive�
activity must be assigned to some user� or to a set
of users in case of a multi�user activity� In contrast�
in �reactive�� user�driven WFMSs� each activity is by
default executed on behalf of the user who invoked
it� In this case� single�user activities may still need
to be delegated to other users� For example� Process�
WEAVER ��
 supports agendas� which are personal
�to do� list that can be updated by the WFMS or by
other users for delegation purposes� Although dele�
gation can be considered as a somewhat restricted�
form of groupware� we do not discuss it here� see ��
�

The simplest method to bind users to activities is
to specify them via their object representation� di�
rectly in the process model as the �recipients� of the
activity� The main problem with this static approach
is that in order to change the binding set� the process
model has to be modi�ed and consequently the instan�
tiated process must be evolved� a non�trivial task ���
�
This is particularly evident in cases where the same

activity could be bound to di�erent users depending
on the context in which the activity is invoked and
other time� and location�dependent circumstances�

Our approach is to provide dynamic late� user
binding� When the process is initially de�ned� group�
ware activities are associated with classes of quali�ed
users or groups� as opposed to instances� At run�time�
they are attached to an activity based on both their
class membership as well as the particular values of
their state attributes� A group of participants can
then be formed by either binding directly all active�
members of a given class� or by binding a set of indi�
vidual users which are not necessarily all part of the
same group� which satisfy a certain condition�

By modeling users as objects and employing dy�
namic binding� a process can utilize the WFMS�s reg�
ular data�query facilities in order to select the proper
users based on the knowledge stored in these objects�
For example� the process may be able to select only
users that are known to be active� denoted by having
a true value in the active attribute of their user ob�
ject� Furthermore� if the process modeling language
supports the notion of pre�condition or �guard� pred�
icates as many do�� it can be applied to the user
binding�set to check or verify that the selected user�set
and its cardinality are valid for the activity� Finally�
if the WFMS supports automatic invocation of activi�
ties to satisfy a failed condition backward�activation��
or following state�changes forward�invocation�� it can
further assist in the process of locating quali�ed users�
For example� a failed user�binding predicate could
trigger an activity that can lookup� periodically poll�
or otherwise employ a �wakeup� procedure to locate
users�

Figure � shows an example of how the document�
owner association mentioned earlier can be modeled
in the Oz process modeling language we ignore de�
tails of the language that are not relevant to the is�
sue of user binding�� The multi�edit activity takes
a single document object as input line ��� It then
binds to the activity all users that satisfy two condi�
tions lines ��	�� they must be owners of the document
modeled as a link from the document to the owner
object�� and they must be active as denoted by the
active attribute�� After binding other related doc�
uments lines ������ the activity checks whether the
users in the binding set are allowed to edit the docu�
ment line ���� if this is not the case� the activity is
aborted� Otherwise� the user�binding phase actually
takes place denoted by the participant directive in
line ���� followed by invocation of the multi�user tool
line ��� followed by assertions that re�ect the result



�� multi�edit ��d�DOCUMENT	�


� � OBJECT BINDING

�� and

�� � bind users to activity

�� forall USER �u suchthat and

�� linkto ��doc�owner �u	�

�� �u�active � true���

�� � bind relevant documents

�� forall DOCUMENT �related suchthat

��� linkto ��doc�ref �related	����

��� � CONDITION

�
� � check that documents are allowed to be read by all

�� � � users in the binding set

��� �doc�allowed edit � �u��

��� � USER BINDING

��� participants��u	�

��� � EXECUTE

��� MULTI EDIT multi editor �doc �related�docs

��� � ASSERT EFFECTS


�� ��� document changed�


�� � this assertion may trigger other activities�



� �doc�status � Changed��


�� ��� document unchanged�


�� �doc�status � NotChanged��

Figure �� multi�edit activity

of applying the tool lines ������� The actual inter�
face from the modeling language to the tool is done
via enveloping mechanism� which is beyond the scope
of this paper� see ���
�

Notice that depending on the selected document�
each time the activity is invoked it would be assigned
to the appropriate owners� Moreover� if the owners
of the document change over time this would be re�
�ected by changing the owner links of the document��
subsequent invocations of the same activity on the
same document will automatically bind the new ac�
tive� owners�

Two additional closely�related issues to discuss re�
garding user�binding are� �� �user�over�ow�� i�e��
when the user binding�set contains more users than re�
quired by the activity� and �� �user�under�ow�� when
the user binding�set is smaller than required� either
because there are no available users� or some users do
not want to participate in such activity� In either case�
some additional semantics must be associated� either
by default and�or speci�ed by additional syntax� Re�
garding over�ow� the process modeling language needs
to provide directives for subset�selection� Three plau�
sible methods may be �� interactive� i�e�� the system
prompts the coordinator who initiated the activity to
make the selection� �� random� and �� following some
priority scheme� The problem with user�under�ow is

more severe� since it e�ectively disables the execution
of the activity� and therefore some failure semantics
must be attached and further actions may be taken�
We have identi�ed the need for a notify action that
directs the WFMS to notify e�g�� by e�mail� potential
participants about future invocations� perhaps with a
later retry action that actually re�invokes the activ�
ity� Alternatively� if the activity must be executed in�
stantly� the WFMS may seek means to automatically
activate users by invoking a triggering activity that
would search for� and locate� quali�ed but currently
inactive users�

���� Process Automation of Groupware Ac�
tivities

Process automation lies in the heart of work�ow
management� Regarding automation groupware ac�
tivities� we have already mentioned one form of au�
tomation� namely the ability to automatically satisfy a
user�binding condition for setting�up a groupware ac�
tivity� Another important capability that is required
especially for groupware tools� is to be able to fan�in
to and fan�out from the synchronous groupware activ�
ity and perform in parallel and asynchronously local
and personal activities� This gives rise to distinguish�
ing between globally de�ned� shared� multi�user activi�
ties� and locally de�ned� personalized activities� which
each participant could de�ne in his own private sub��
process� In other words� if the process allows to de�
�ne private workspaces with their own rules and state�
the work�ow engine could spawn multiple single�user
activities as a result of� or as a preparation for� a
groupware activity� without actually being required
to know how these local activities are performed� and
therefore delegating non�global de�nitions to the local
users�sites� For example� in the Review task men�
tioned earlier� the review activity could be de�ned
autonomously and di�erently� by each user accord�
ing to his own method of reviewing documents� This is
the underlying motivation for the Summitmodel elab�
orated in ��
 although it actually deals with the gen�
eral case of interoperating full��edged processes�� We
will illustrate this control mechanism in Section ����

���� Infrastructure Support

The above discussion made some implicit assump�
tions about the infrastructure support for groupware�
This is in general open�ended and depends on the
level of integration with the WFMS� but there are
several basic requirements� First� the WFMS should
be able to �locate� selected participants� This means



that the system can locate and communicate with the
client on whose behalf the participant executes as�
suming a client�server WFMS as in the reference ar�
chitecture ���
�� Second� the WFMS should be able
to re�direct activities or parts of them across and
among clients� Third� there must be a noti�cation
mechanism� Groupware activities� even if originating
from one user� require to notify other remote users
and ask them to perform the synchronous interaction�
This setup procedure requires asynchronous mecha�
nisms in which a client is noti�ed and acts in reac�
tion to a server request� which is the opposite of con�
ventional client�server interaction� A related aspect
is concerned with the user�interface for such noti�ca�
tion� Such mechanism has to prompt the perhaps
unexpecting� user and attract its attention� and must
allow the user the option to refuse to perform the ac�
tion or request to delay it��

�� Groupware Integration in Oz

We outline the implementation of the above ideas
in the Oz framework and illustrate their use in an
e�ective process for the Review task discussed in the
introduction�

���� Oz Overview

Oz ��
 is a multi�site collaborative WFMS that
supports interoperability among heterogeneous and
autonomous processes� Initially� it was designed to
support software engineering projects also known as
process�centered software engineering environments�
see ���
 for a book surveying such systems�� but later
has been generalized to support work�ow in various
application domains e�g�� healthcare work�ow ���
��
Oz introduces a �exible and dynamic mechanism to

specify and integrate the desired interoperability be�
tween multiple process models called the Treaty pro�
tocol�� and corresponding execution support for multi�
process activities that enables execution of activities
with data�tools�users from multiple sites and ful�ll�
ment of their local prerequisites and consequences the
Summit protocol��

The architecture ofOz is illustrated in �gure �� it is
�shared nothing�� i�e�� the system is physically as well
as logically decentralized� with each site maintaining
autonomously its own project database� schema� pro�
cess� and tool base� thus not limiting a priori the scale�
scope or physical locations� of the project being de�
veloped� Interactions among sites utilize local client�
remote server and server�to�server connectivity facil�

ities provided by the system local client�local server
connections assume a shared network �le system� but
need not reside on the same host��

Treaties� Summits and interconnectivity support
are discussed elsewhere ��� �� �
� here we investi�
gate collaboration among multiple users regardless of
whether they work within the same or in di�erent
processes� or within the same local area network vs�
across a wide area network� Nevertheless� decentral�
ization and geographical dispersion were prime moti�
vations for this work� we discovered quickly the lim�
itations of ad hoc approaches when we had to deal
with interactions among logically and physically dis�
tributed users�

Human interaction with the environment is through
a client that provides the user interface as well as the
workspace in which activities are executed� When a
user issues a command often indicating a rule� see
below� he�she wants to perform� the request is sent to
the server to check whether the activity can be exe�
cuted e�g�� all prerequisites are satis�ed and no pa�
rameters are locked exclusively by another user� and
explores opportunities to automate and�or guide the
execution of this or related activities e�g�� invoking
other activities to attempt to satisfy the prerequisites
or negotiating according to relaxed concurrency con�
trol policies ���
�� and eventually returns to the client
� either with the necessary information to execute
the activity or to inform the client that the activity
cannot be performed at this time�

A local process in Oz is de�ned using a rule�based
language� Each activity is enclosed in a rule with
formal typed parameters� and optional condition and
e�ects that serve two purposes� to enforce and as�
sert conditions that pertain to the activity itself� and
to connect through predicate�assertion matching� to
other related activities and specify automation and�or
atomicity requirements across activities� Related ac�
tivities can be invoked automatically as part of either
backward chaining to satisfy the predicates in a rule�s
condition� or forward chaining as a result of the asser�
tions in a rule�s selected e�ect a rule may de�ne more
than one e�ect� but exactly one is asserted depending
on the results of the encapsulated activity�� A rule
thus de�nes a process step� and the set of all chains
emanating from that rule implicitly� de�ne a task�

Oz allows for dynamic or late� binding of data
to activities� The actual parameters to the rule are
designated either explicitly by the user� or automat�
ically by the process engine in case of a chained�to
rule see ���
�� In addition� the language binds de�
rived parameters in a binding clause that queries the
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Figure �� Oz External Architecture

project database� usually resulting in a set of objects
structurally and�or logically related to the actual pa�
rameters�
Oz integrates most of the groupware facilities that

were mentioned in the previous section� including
user modeling� binding� automation� and infrastruc�
ture support for locating� setting�up� and notifying
users through their clients� We now turn to the re�
alization of the motivating example and show how the
WFMS features can be exploited to support such pro�
cess�

���� Realization of the Review Task

An Oz process that supports the Review task con�
sists of� a schema data model� with de�nitions for
artifacts such as documents� reviews� revisions� etc�� a
user model with proper user and group classes� en�
velopes encapsulating the tools� for example a confer�
encing tool �� and� most importantly from this paper�s
viewpoint� a set of rules that specify how and by who
the tools are enacted� their inter�dependencies with
other rules� and potential for their automatic invoca�
tion�

Each of the boxes in Figure � could be realized as
either a single rule� or as a set of interrelated rules

�In an actual implementation of a similar task we used
the white board public�domain tool� which enables multi�
ple distributed users to share a virtual white�board on their
screens �����

collectively implementing the sub�task� The edges
between the boxes are represented by the matchings
between e�ects of one rule and the condition of an�
other rule� A rule is designated as either a single�user
personal rule or as a multi�user� groupware rule for
pragmatic reasons the actual annotation is made in
the tool de�nition as opposed to in the enclosing rule
� but this is an irrelevant syntactic detail�� If a multi�
user rule is encountered� the rule�processor employs
its infrastructure to select� locate� and connect to the
proper participants� set up the activation and trans�
fer control for the execution of the external tool� and
regain control after the termination of the activity�
setting the proper state values and possibly invoking
other single� or multi�user derived rules�

Figure � shows two sample rules from the pro�
cess a full realization of a comprehensive multi�user
�benchmark� process appears in ��
�� the groupware
conference rule and the personal review rule that
precedes it� The conference activity binds all mem�
bers of a group that is linked to the document lines
���� ���� it is enabled only if a conference is requested
on the document line ���� it invokes the conference
groupware tool line ���� and it asserts one of the three
possible outcomes of the conference that correspond
to the three boxes in Figure �� revise� reject� or ac�
cept lines ������� Depending on the outcome of the
conference� the proper rule will be triggered and as�
signed to the proper user� The review rule has a
pre�condition that states that the document must be



�� conference��d�DOCUMENT	�


� and

�� forall USER GROUP �g suchthat

�� linkto ��d�reviewers �g	��

�� forall USER �users suchthat

�� member ��g�users �users	��

�� forall REVIEW �revs suchthat

�� linkto ��d�reviews �revs	��

�� forall DOCUMENT �rel suchthat

��� linkto ��d�related �rel	���

��� �

�
� participants��users	�

��� �revs�status � ConferenceRequested�

��� � invoke the multi�user white board tool

��� MU TOOLS conference �d �u �revs �rel

��� � �� enable revise

��� �d�review status � RevisionRequested��

��� � �� no hope� go to reject� needs to start all over again�

��� �d�review status � Rejected���


�� � 
� review accepted�


�� �d�review status � Accepted��

���������������



� review��d�DOCUMENT� �r�USER	�


�� exist REVIEW �review suchthat


�� and


�� linkto ��d�reviews �review	�


�� �review�owner � �r�userid���


�� �


�� �review�status � ReviewRequested��


�� delegate��r	�

��� REVIEW review �d

��� � �� enable review

�
� �review�status � ConferenceRequested��

��� � �� indicate error

��� �review�status � Error��

Figure �� Sample rules from the Review Task

in a �reviewable� state e�g� the author has completed
it�� and an assertion that either enables later invoca�
tion of conference line ���� or disables it line ����
depending on the outcome of the local review rule�
The delegate directive in line �� is similar to the
participants clause and binds the personal activity
to a single user�� Note that� as speci�ed in the process
de�nition� we want to enable conference only if and
when all participants i�e�� reviewers� have completed
their reviews� This is indicated by the forall univer�
sal quanti�er which is de�ned in line 	 but is actually
used in line ��� that ensures the desired behavior the
latest version of Oz corrected this problem and the
quanti�ers are de�ned in the condition clause instead
of the binding� as they should be��

	� Summary

The approach presented in this paper shows how
synchronous groupware activities can be synergized
with work�ow technology in a way that exploits the
advantages of both worlds� By integrating such tools
into a process framework� we enable to apply on them
all the advantages that work�ow provides� �� Formal
de�nition in the context of an enclosing process� and
in specifying constraints and guidelines for user bind�
ing and invocation in general� �� assistance in the
execution of such activities� by allowing the activities
to modify the state of the process� thereby allowing to
assist� automate� enforce� and monitor the activities as
well as related perhaps personal and asynchronous�
activities�

The work described in this paper mainly deals with
essentially one process state� Expanding groupware to
work across multiple processes with their own process
state and �user space�� running on true heterogeneous
WFMSs� is a major future direction of this work�
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